By the method of spherical splitting, the interpolation capability of the spherical basis function (SBF) is investigated. As the main result, we deduce the error estimate for the minimal norm SBF interpolation in the metric of the pth Lebesgue integral function space on the sphere. The result shows that the interpolation capability of SBF depends not only on the smoothness of the target function, but also on the geometric distributions of the interpolation knots. MSC: 41A36; 41A25
Introductions and main results
Over the past decades, research in the field of function approximation of scattered data points gradually drifted from the polynomials to the radial basis functions (RBFs), and later to the spherical basis functions (SBFs) in a spherical coordinate. Recently, people, such as Wang and Li [], Freeden et al. [] , and Muller [] , have moved their interests further to the topics of spherical approximation [-] . Based on the developments, spherical harmonic analysis was established and had some considerable progress. Meanwhile, L p error estimations for the SBF approximation were studied hereafter and stepped forward in the studies of Le Gia et al. [] , Hubbert and Morton [] , and Sloan and Wendland [] after . In , Chen [] established error bound for the minimal norm interpolation on a sphere. With this plentiful foundation, Lin and Cao [] embedded firstly the smooth SBFs in a native space and specified the error bound between the best approximation and the target function via L p metric. As a consecutive study, the paper thus aims to derive a minimal norm interpolation with the L p measure.
For a fixed integer
, and dω represents a sufficient small elemental area on the spherical surface S q . The total surface area of S q can hence be expressed as
In regard to dω, the L p (S q ) inner product of functions f and g is given as 
k and the famous additive law:
where ξ · η denotes the inner product of ξ and η. P k (q +  : x) denotes the kth order Legendre polynomial satisfying P k (q +  : ) =  and complies with
Using the series {A n,j }, a space defined as
and the corresponding norm is consequently defined as
As 
Hereafter, we assume consistently in this study that H s (S q ) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) constructed by the reproducing kernel and call the space a native space of K(ξ , η) (see [, ] ). From the additive law, we have
where P n (q + , x) is the nth order Legendre polynomial. Here K(ξ , η) is obviously a spherical radial basis function. Let us assume that X = {x  , x  , . . . , x N } is a set of N points taken from the unit sphere S q and has N output values y  , y  , . . . , y N corresponding to x  , x  , . . . , x N through a function F:
If there exists F ∈ I N (y) such that F can be minimized, we say that the minimization of F is a problem subject to a minimal norm. By denoting S N (ξ ) as an interpolation with the minimal norm, there is a kernel basis expression for the interpolation S N (ξ ) (see the references [, , ]):
Suppose that y i , i = , , . . . , N, are produced by the function f (x), i.e., f (x i ) = y i , i = , . . . , N . The interpolation problem becomes intrinsically a function approximation problem to estimate the error between f (x) and S N (x). The approximation order of the interpolation can then be determined by the grid norm, h, and the input x i ∈ X. Here, h is defined as
where dist(ξ , η) is the spherical distance between ξ and η, i.e., dist(ξ , η) = arccos(ξ , η), ξ , η ∈ S q . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2013/1/510
Because H s (S q ) is a RKHS constituted by the reproducing kernel K(ξ , η), the error between f (x) and S N (x) in the knot x i will vanish, i.e., 
. Coming with these contributions, this study is sought to extend the significant results to a more general case of , and its corresponding interpolation via the minimal norm S N , there must exist a positive constant C, which is independent of f and h, such that the following estimations are satisfied: 
where C denotes a positive constant independent of f and h.
To prove the main results of Theorems . and ., the concept of spherical cap should be introduced first: With center x  and radius γ , the spherical cap G(x  , γ ) is defined as
and the surface area, referred to as G(γ ) of G(x, γ ), can be given as
Lemmas
To completely prove Theorems . and ., five lemmas are given as follows. 
